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Field trip is a journey by a group of people to a place away from their normal environment.   It 

play an important and major role in acquiring knowledge.  Students don’t show interst to listen 

always the Teacher lectures inside the classroom.  They always strive to know and learn the 

unknown things by involving and observing practically.  Field Trip helps in observation, 

explorative, perspectives, ability and data collecting skills among the students.  The Field Trip 

enhance the comprehensive personality development by grasping new things with a scientific 

attitude with direct experience.  In view of Field Trips leadership qualities in the students and 

the way they interact with each other and collaboration with the peers and developed.  The 

purpose of trip is usually observation for education and a non experiment research to provide 

students with experiences outside their everyday activities.  

70 students & 8 teaching faculty of Sri T. Bhaskar Reddy, Asst. Prof. of Economics, Dr. Aparna 

Chaturvedi, Asst. Prof . of Hindi, Smt. M. Anitha, Asst. Prof. of Chemistry, Dr. T. Kalyani, 

Physical Director and Sri K. Mallikarjun, Contract Lecturer in English from GDCW NLG 

visited field trip on 04-01-2020.  The places visited in Warangal are Laknavaram, Badrakaali 

Temple, Ramappa Temple, Thousand Pillar Temple. Field trip was planed and conducted by 



the Telugu Department with collaboration of Economics, Hindi, English, Chemistry and 

Physical Education of the college.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LAKNAVARAM LAKE 

The lake was built by the rulers of the Kakatiya dynasty in 13th Century A.D.  Explore the 

massive Laknavaram Lake, a spectacular water body located in the Jayshankar-Bhupalpally 

district of Telangana. This breath takingly beautiful lake is an amazing and popular tourist spot 

in Telangana. The lake is simply an exceptional thing of beauty. It is well-known for its 

wonderful hanging bridge, considered one-of-its-kind in the state.  

The Laknavaram Lake which is nestled amidst the hills was also expanded to provide a source 

of irrigation.  The hanging bridge takes you to the mini island in the lake.  



 

RAMAPPA TEMPLE  

It was constructed in AD 1213 by Recherlarudra.  It is one of the important sculptures made of 

Kakatiya Kingdome. This sculptures resemble the Epic Ramayana stories.  

Filed trips helps in observation, explorative perspectives, data collecting skills among the 

students. It also enhances leadership qualities and collaboration with the peers.  



 

BADRAKALI TEMPLE  

The temple is believed to be built in 625 A.D by the King Pulakeshin II of Chalukya dynasty 

to commemorate his victory over Vengi region of Andhra Desham, as per the writings on the 

temple wall.  

The exceptional feature of the temple is the 2.7 x 2.7 m2 stone image of Goddess Bhadrakali 

with fierce looking eyes, and eight arms each carrying various weapons. Goddess Bhadrakali's 

vahana – Lion is placed opposite to the sanctum sanctorum. Temple also has Dwajasthambam 

and a Balipeetam.  



 

THOUSAND PILLAR TEMPLE  

Many Hindu temples were developed under the patronage of Ganapati Deva, Rudrama Devi 

and Prathaparudra who were of Kakatiya dynasty. The Thousand Pillar Temple was believed 

to be constructed during the period between and achieved major heights in terms of 

architectural skills by the ancient Kakatiya Vishwakarma. 



 

We returned back to Nalgonda on the same day evening. 
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Detailed Report On Feild Trip - Kavitho Mukha mukhi 

'Tell Me and I forgot,Teach me and I remember, Involve me and I Learn' 

                                                                                                      -Benjamin Franklin 

As Benjamin Franklin says in addition to teaching, those teaching topics should be introduced 

directly to students it is more useful.  Science students confirmed what they learned in the 

classroom directly in the lab, like this Language and Literature should also be taught creatively 

and those topics should be introduced directly to the students when necessary. Students get 

more experience by meeting the poet directly and conducting an interview with him knowing 

the introduction of a poet by the teacher in the class room.  Students learn more 

comprehensively through field trip in addition to the knowledge learned in the classroom. 

Through the field trip the students learn many rare things even better.  It is natural for 

students to visit many historical and cultural sites and libraries on a field trip.  It is an 

extraordinary feeling to go to a poet's house and visit him as a cultural centre such as a 

walking library is a protective layer of civilization. The telugu dept. of the govt Degree college 

for woman organised a new programme called interview with a Poet (Kavitho Mukhamukhi) 

On 8th January 2019, with a famous poet writer Sri Venu sankoju in Nalgonda.   

Objective of the programme : 

• Introducing Local Poets to the students. 

• Students are made aware of the poets not included in regular circulum 

• Students are made to play an active role in conducting the interviews with the poets. 

• Improving the direct interaction between to students to poets and writers. 

• Developing Communication Skills, Creativity and leadership qualities to the students. 

• Informing the students about the literature of Nalgonda dist. 

Under this programme College Vice Principal Dr. Rapolu Srinivas, Dr.Koyi Koteswara Rao,Head 

Dept. of Telugu, Dr. B. Veeranna Lecturer in Telugu.  Sri Sivakoti Ramesh and 50 students 

grabbed banners related to field trip rallied from college and reached Venu Sankoju Home.  

On 8th January 2020.  The students and faculty were greeted by Venu Sankoju  along with her 

wife Vijaya Lakshmi.  On this occasion showed his personal library to the students and faculty.  

Venu Sankoju explained to the students about his life and literary works.   He suggested that 

students should excel as poets and writers.  Venu Sankoju explained to the students about 

the ancient, modern, contemporary poets of Nalgonda dist.  He said that Students need local 

literary knowledge along with the cirrculum. 



➢ The students learned about Venu Sankoju's Biography details of his writings literary 

background by  interviewing with him. 

➢ Venu Sankoju explained the details of his anthologies’ of poetry the message in the 

stories he wrote and his literary career as an example to the students.  He answered 

many questions asked by students about the life of him. 

➢ Vice Principal Dr. Rapolu Srinivas said Venu Sankoju has played an influential role in 

both the states as a poet story writer, critic and activist.  

➢ Telugu Dept. Head Dr. Koyi Koteswara Rao said the programme was set up with the 

intention of educating students about local writers rather than curriculum.  He said 

that similar interview programmes would be conducted every month with poets along 

with other writers in Nalgonda district. 

➢ Students T. Lalithya (BSC II Yr) said that meeting Venu Sankoju was an unforgettable 

day in my life.  She says meeting a poet in person was more of a feeling than knowing 

a poet in the classroom. 

➢ R.Gayathri (Bsc II Yr) said that Poems of Venu Sankoju are very inspiring. 

➢ Venu sankoju's wife Vijaya lakshmi Very heartily served tea and snacks to the students.  

Venu Sankoju presented his volumes of poetry to the students. 

➢ Students Janaki and Mamatha presented  Kaloji Narayana Rao and Vattikota Alwar 

Swamy paintings to Venu Sankoju. 

➢ Telugu department, faculty and students honoured Venu sankoju and his wife 

vijayalakshmi. 

o The students said that this field trip programme gave them a lot of joy and 

enthusiasm for literature.  

 

 

                    Students and faculty are headed to Venu Sankoju's house from college 

 



 

                          Students and faculty displaying the banner of feild trip 

 

 

 

                               Venu Sankoju welcoming the student and faculty 

 



 

                       The faculty and students in Venu Sankoju's personal library 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              Venusankoju adressing the students. 



 

 

 

                                                   Students interviewing venu sankoju 

 

 

 

                            Venu sankoju answering the questions of students 



 

 

 

 

                              Venusankoju presetned his painting to Lalithya 

 

                                   Venu sankoju signed an Autograph to students. 

 



 

 

                    Janaki Presented Kaloji Narayana Rao's Painting to Venusankoju's couple 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                   Mamatha presented kaloji narayana Rao painting to venu sankoju 

 

                                      Student's and faculty Falicitated to venusankoju's couple 



 

                                             Students and faculty with venu sankoju 

 

 

 

 

                                        Vice principal Dr.Rapolu Srinivas adressing the media 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

                                             Dr.Koyi Koteswara Rao adressing the media 

 

 

 

                                             Venu sankoju adressing the media  

 



 

 

 

                                         Lalithya(BSC II Yr) adressing the media 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        R.Gayathri(BSC II Yr) adressing the media 



                                                                   Press cuttings 

      

 

 

 

                       Video link of this programme 

                                  https://youtu.be/tyJoKf5uqcQ  


